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Concise Oxford Dictionary of Quotations
2006

provides coverage of literary and historical quotations an easy to use keyword index traces
quotations and their authors while the appendix material including catchphrases film lines
official advice and political slogans offers further topics of interest

Anthology of Quotations
2002

the right quote for every occasion 25 000 quotations arranged in more than 1 200 themes the most
international and contemporary book of quotations 12 500 quotations from the last 100 years
trying to find the right quote for an occasion whether it be a wedding speech business
presentation or some other special event can often be frustrating bloomsbury anthology of
quotations is usefully arranged by theme so you can browse through possible quotes to find the
perfect solution 25 000 quotations on 1 200 themes by more than 6 200 authors make researching an
apt saying for a speech or finding a half remembered quotation quick and easy bloomsbury
anthology of quotations is a treasure house of the world s favourite sayings which have stood the
test of time with the best of more recent quotations from the last hundred years it forms the
most international and contemporary collection of quotes making it a valuable source of reference

Bertrand Russell Quotes
2016-07-04

the best bertrand russell quotation book ever published special edition this book of bertrand
russell quotes contains only the rarest and most valuable quotations ever recorded about bertrand
russell authored by a team of experienced researchers hundreds of hours have been spent in
sourcing editing and verifying only the best quotations about bertrand russell for your reading
pleasure saving you time and expensive referencing costs this book contains over 37 pages of
quotations which are immaculately presented and formatted for premium consumption be inspired by
these bertrand russell quotes this book is a niche classic which will have you coming back to
enjoy time and time again what s inside contains only the best quotations on bertrand russell
over 37 pages of premium content beautifully formatted and edited for maximum enjoyment makes for
the perfect niche gift for you or someone special enjoy such quotes such as a hallucination is a
fact not an error what is erroneous is a judgment based upon it bertrand russell a happy life
must be to a great extent a quiet life for it is only in an atmosphere of quiet that true joy
dare live bertrand russell a life without adventure is likely to be unsatisfying but a life in
which adventure is allowed to take whatever form it will is sure to be short bertrand russell a
process which led from the amoeba to man appeared to the philosophers to be obviously a progress
though whether the amoeba would agree with this opinion is not known bertrand russell a sense of
duty is useful in work but offensive in personal relations people wish to be liked not to be
endured with patient resignation bertrand russell and much more click add to cart and enjoy

Oxford Dictionary of Quotations by Subject
2010-03-11

over 7 000 quotations arranged by subject for easy look up nearly 600 subjects covered from
memory and humour to television and weddings

Chambers Dictionary of Quotations
1996

if you think education is expensive try ignorance derek bok i don t want to achieve immortality
through my work i want to achieve it through not dying woody allen life loves the liver of it
maya angelou an indispensable and comprehensive reference for writers speakers educators
executives and curious browsers the chambers dictionary of quotations offers more than 20 000
quotations spanning all historical periods and covering diverse aspects of human experience from
politics and feminism literature and sex to nature notable persons and more international in
scope and broad in coverage this compendium gathers together notable quotes many of which have
never been collected before from more than 4 000 sources including such contemporary quotables as
salman rushdie maya angelou and henry kissinger each quote is fully annotated reliably sourced
and put in context along with concise biographical information on its author alphabetically
arranged by speaker and extensively cross referenced this easy to use reference includes a
detailed index that facilitates searches by keyword readers can quickly locate a quotation on a
particular subject check a half remembered line sample the style and philosophy of an author or
simply browse through and savor the accumulated wit and wisdom of the ages the ultimate source of
who said what and when they said it



The Times Book of Quotations
2000

collects quotes by individuals from hank aaron to emile zola covering subjects including cats
intelligence envy switzerland and prophecy

The Concise Oxford Dictionary of Quotations
1993-01-01

this dictionary offers 8000 bon mots from 1800 authors from ancient times to the 1990s the
entries are alphabetically listed by author plus a key word index to locate quotations on
particular subjects or trace quotations to their authors

A New Dictionary of Quotations from the Greek, Latin, and Modern
Languages
1859

a revised and updated edition of an essential reference book filled with more than twelve
thousand famous quotations

The New Yale Book of Quotations
2021

complete with a keyword index and expanded information on authors and particular quotations this
definitive guide to quotations in english means that you will always know who said what where and
when

A new dictionary of quotations on historical principles : from
ancient and modern sources
1962

the perfect gift for every occasion packed with 4 000 quotable quotes new and old this little
book offers the words of famous thinkers and great wits on any subject or special event

Dictionary of Quotations from Ancient and Modern, English and
Foreign Sources
1893

percy is incredibly accident prone and holds the dubious record of the most accidents percy has
had a small rivalary with harold however they are always willing to help each other when in
trouble

"You Can Quote Me on That"
2008

the best angelina jolie quotation book ever published special edition this book of angelina jolie
quotes contains only the rarest and most valuable quotations ever recorded about angelina jolie
authored by a team of experienced researchers hundreds of hours have been spent in sourcing
editing and verifying only the best quotations about angelina jolie for your reading pleasure
saving you time and expensive referencing costs this book contains over 36 pages of quotations
which are immaculately presented and formatted for premium consumption be inspired by these
angelina jolie quotes this book is a niche classic which will have you coming back to enjoy time
and time again what s inside contains only the best quotations on angelina jolie over 36 pages of
premium content beautifully formatted and edited for maximum enjoyment makes for the perfect
niche gift for you or someone special enjoy such quotes such as acting helped me as i was growing
up it helped me learn about myself helped me travel helped me understand life express myself all
those wonderful things so i m very very grateful it s a fun job it s a luxury angelina jolie all
women do have a different sense of sexuality or sense of fun or sense of like what s sexy or cool
or tough angelina jolie anytime i feel lost i pull out a map and stare i stare until i have
reminded myself that life is a giant adventure so much to do to see angelina jolie brad and i
have never wanted our kids to be actors but we also want them to be around film and be a part of
mommy and daddy s life and for it not to be kept from them either we just want them to have a
good healthy relationship with it angelina jolie breast cancer alone kills some 458 000 people
each year according to the world health organization mainly in low and middle income countries it
has got to be a priority to ensure that more women can access gene testing and lifesaving and
much more click add to cart and enjoy



Oxford Dictionary of Quotations
2014-09-18

reprint of the original first published in 1914

Little Oxford Dictionary of Quotations
2008-10-09

cross referenced by subject and indexed by author this volume serves as an indispensable guide to
over 3700 quotes by famous authors and speakers

21st Century Dictionary of Quotations
1993

more than 4 000 thought provoking quotations from the world s most celebrated authors politicians
philosophers media personalities and others offering both contemporary reflections and traditonal
gems are found in this convenient reference considers hundreds of subjects including today s most
compelling topics such as parenting and the environment author indexed

A Dictionary of Quotations
1797

a dictionary of quotations set out by category over 700 in all which include universal themes
such as love death and money themes of current interest such as health pollution and pop and
different types of quotations such as limericks epitaphs last words and repartee each quotation
includes its date and a brief biography of the author and a cross reference if applicable the
book includes a key word index full biographical listing of each person quoted and extensive
cross references between categories

Angelina Jolie Quotes
2016-07-04

this book contains over 500 quotes on how to be happy

A Book of Quotations
2020-04-07

fully revised and updated this 2002 edition of the collins gem book of quotations has been
organised on a thematic basis for ease of reference it includes over 4000 quotations on themes
ranging from acting and adultery to cookery and poetry with special sections on last words and
epitaphs it contains all the classic quotes from julius caesar and tennyson to max beerbohm and
oscar wilde modern quotations range from ringo starr and nelson mandela to ken dodd and patrick o
brian and posh n becks beckham is an archangel and victoria is a figure of darkness attached to
him germaine greer

The New International Dictionary of Quotations
1994

the best albert einstein quotation book ever published special edition this book of albert
einstein quotes contains only the rarest and most valuable quotations ever recorded about albert
einstein authored by a team of experienced researchers hundreds of hours have been spent in
sourcing editing and verifying only the best quotations about albert einstein for your reading
pleasure saving you time and expensive referencing costs this book contains over 43 pages of
quotations which are immaculately presented and formatted for premium consumption be inspired by
these albert einstein quotes this book is a niche classic which will have you coming back to
enjoy time and time again what s inside contains only the best quotations on albert einstein over
43 pages of premium content beautifully formatted and edited for maximum enjoyment makes for the
perfect niche gift for you or someone special enjoy such quotes such as a man should look for
what is and not for what he thinks should be albert einstein a perfection of means and confusion
of aims seems to be our main problem albert einstein a person who never made a mistake never
tried anything new albert einstein a question that sometimes drives me hazy am i or are the
others crazy albert einstein a table a chair a bowl of fruit and a violin what else does a man
need to be happy albert einstein all religions arts and sciences are branches of the same tree
albert einstein and much more click add to cart and enjoy

The Merriam-Webster Dictionary of Quotations
1992



this fascinating book examines the ways in which we quote today and the curious history of how
quoting became part of our everyday lives quoting provides a link to our loved ones as my mother
used to say to our religious and literary heritage to past wisdom and to current attitudes it can
also be irritating patronising pedantic and in some cases illegal ruth finnegan s meticulous
study sheds new light on how quoting has been used in visual oral and written traditions around
the world it is an enjoyable and engrossing read for anyone interested in language culture and
literature and makes us rethink our ideas about originality authorship and plagiarism publisher s
description

Bloomsbury Thematic Dictionary of Quotations
1988

contains a collection of hundreds of direct quotes and short sayings of st thérèse carefully
arranged by the major virtues of the christian life the quotes are arranged and classified
according to the virtues represented in the classic 15 decade rosary the rosary mysteries provide
us a mosaic of virtues for the spiritual life a ladder for advancing in holiness and in the love
of god

How to Be Happy: Over 500 Famous Quotes
2015-03-29

from ancient greece to the present day this book contains hundreds of famous quotes attributed to
authors throughout recorded time indexed by topic the quotations featured include sayings by
aristotle winston churchill shakespeare oscar wilde charles darwin madonna and many others

New Dictionary of Quotations
1962

this scarce antiquarian book is a facsimile reprint of the original due to its age it may contain
imperfections such as marks notations marginalia and flawed pages because we believe this work is
culturally important we have made it available as part of our commitment for protecting
preserving and promoting the world s literature in affordable high quality modern editions that
are true to the original work

Quotations
2002

this fascinating book examines the ways in which we quote today and the curious history of how
quoting became part of our everyday lives quoting provides a link to our loved ones as my mother
used to say to our religious and literary heritage to past wisdom and to current attitudes it can
also be irritating patronising pedantic and in some cases illegal ruth finnegan s meticulous
study sheds new light on how quoting has been used in visual oral and written traditions around
the world it is an enjoyable and engrossing read for anyone interested in language culture and
literature and makes us rethink our ideas about originality authorship and plagiarism publisher s
description

Dictionary of quotations
1995

quotations listed by topics quotations themselves or authors

Albert Einstein Quotes
2016-07-13

many of the earliest books particularly those dating back to the 1900s and before are now
extremely scarce and increasingly expensive we are republishing these classic works in affordable
high quality modern editions using the original text and artwork

Why Do We Quote?
2011

contains over 1 100 quotations cross referenced with a biographical thematic and key word index

A Treasury of Quotations on the Spiritual Life from the Writings
of St. Thérèse of Lisieux, Doctor of the Church
2002



Dictionary of Quotations
1997

A Dictionary of Quotations in Prose
1889

Dictionary of Burning Words of Brilliant Writers
2009-03

Why Do We Quote?
2011

The Pocket Book of Quotations
1985-03-03

Dictionary of Quotations
1978

Dictionary of Quotations
1994

The Handbook of Quotations
2011-09-01

Dictionary of Quotations
1893

The International Thesaurus of Quotations
1976

The Macmillan Dictionary of Quotations
2000-04

Dictionary of Quotations
1996
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